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Exceptional participation’
The same year he starred in the 23-episode French anthol-

ogy TV series “Petits mythes urbains,” in which he played a
mysterious cab driver; he also wrote for the series.

He had a substantial role in 2004’s “Hidalgo,” with Viggo
Mortensen, and appeared in ABC’s 2006 “Ten
Commandments” miniseries and NBC’s 2009 “The Last
Templar” miniseries. On the big screen he was the narrator for
Roland Emmerich’s “10,000 BC.” He also worked a great deal in
film and TV projects not distributed in the US. In 2013 he
appeared as himself in Valeria Bruni Tedeschi’s “A Castle in
Italy.” The same year he appeared in the French-Moroccan
“Rock the Casbah.” Variety’s review said: “Omar Sharif-who’s
appropriately acknowledged in the credits for his ‘exceptional
participation’-suggests a tone of magical realism during the
pic’s opening minutes, as he playfully introduces himself to
the audience as Moulay Hassan, a recently deceased industri-
alist.” The actor “makes such a winning impression as Hassan
during this prologue, it’s actually disappointing that the role
turns out to be little more than a sporadic cameo.”

Emotional intelligence
Sharif was born Michel Dimitri Shalhoub in Alexandria to a

Melkite Greek Catholic family from Lebanon, though he later
converted to Islam. He and his wife had one son, who
appeared in “Dr Zhivago” as a young version of Sharif’s title
character. The couple separated in 1966 — a year after the
actor moved to Europe-and ultimately divorced; Sharif never
remarried. Sharif became interested in acting during his
school years at Alexandria’s prestigious Victoria College and
was given his first screen role in fellow alum Youssef Chahine’s
“The Blazing Sun,” presented at Cannes in 1954. Soon there-
after he married his leading lady Faten Hamama, already a
major star in Egyptian cinema (they divorced in 1974). 

The couple made a number of films together, including the
provocative melodrama “Sleepless” (1957) and a version of
“Anna Karenina” entitled “The River of Love” (1960). His roles
in these films, including the five he made with leading helmer
Salah Abouseif, exhibited a vibrant sensuality that compli-
mented a marked emotional intelligence. By 1956 he was
appearing in international productions, beginning with
Richard Pottier’s “The Lebanese Mission,” though it wasn’t
until 1962’s “Lawrence of Arabia” that he began to appear reg-
ularly in high-profile projects. The actor was famously a world-
class bridge player. In November 2005, Sharif received
UNESCO’s Sergei Eisenstein Medal in recognition of his
significant contributions to world film and cultural
diversity. He is survived by a son and two grandsons,
Omar Sharif Jr, an actor, and Karim. — Reuters

In this February, 1985 file photo, actor Omar Sharif appears as Prince F Romodanovsky
Advisor to PeterI in the Miniseries ‘Peter The Great’ in the ancient Russian town of Suzdal.

In this Monday, Jan 31, 2011 file photo, Egyptian film star Omar Sharif  looks over Cairo as
an Egyptian army helicopter flies overhead as it monitors protester gathered in Tahrir
(Liberation) Square, in Cairo, Egypt.

In this Sept 23, 1968 file photo, actor Omar Sharif, center, playing the role of
the Cuban revolutionary Ernesto (Che) Guevra, takes a break from filming in
Hollywood.

This November, 1965 file photo from
Metro Goldwyn-Mayer shows actor
Omar Sharif, in the movie based on
Boris Pasternak’s Doctor Zhivago loca-
tion unknown.

In this Thursday, Sept 10, 2009
file photo, Egyptian actor Omar

Sharif gestures during the photo
call for the film ‘Al Mosafer (The
Traveller)’ at the 66th edition of

the Venice Film Festival in
Venice, Italy.


